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2020 banking and capital markets outlook

KEY MESSAGES
• A new wave of disruption more forceful and more pervasive than what we have seen in recent years
will likely unfold in the next decade. With this disruption, though, comes endless opportunity.
• The combined effects of technological disruption, sweeping changes to the nature of work,
demographic shifts, climate change, and possible Japanification could have serious implications for
the banking industry.
• These forces may also change how banking is done. Banking will be more open, transparent, real-time,
intelligent, tailored, secure, seamless, and deeply integrated into consumers’ lives and institutional clients’
operations.
• But while the way banking is done might change, banks’ role will likely not. Despite what happens,
banks should remain true to their core identity as financial intermediaries: matching demand with
supply of capital.
• As we enter a new decade, banks should also fortify their core foundation on multiple dimensions,
including technology infrastructure, data management, talent, and risk management.
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Riding the next wave of
disruption

A

NEW WAVE OF disruption more forceful

And, last but not least, concerns about climate

and more pervasive than what we have seen

change and social impact will force banks to

in recent years will likely unfold in the next

reprioritize their role in society and sacrifice short-

decade. While the roots of this disruption—

term gains for long-term sustainability.

technological, economic, geopolitical, demographic
or environmental—may remain the same, the

The combined effects of technological disruption,

unique convergence of these factors should unleash

sweeping changes to the nature of work,

unprecedented change in the broader society and

demographic shifts, climate change, and possible

economy, and, consequently, in the banking

Japanification could have serious implications for

industry as well.

the banking industry. The low-growth scenario, in
particular, could result in a drastic reduction in

Foremost among the drivers of disruption should

banking capacity, with fewer banks than we have

still be technology. The fusion of current

today able to recover their cost of equity.

technologies, such as machine learning and

Institutions that lack scale or differentiated

blockchain, and emerging ones such as quantum

capabilities, in most cases, will likely be challenged.

computing, could not only create new
opportunities, perhaps greater in scale than ever

These forces can also change how banking is done.

before, but also engender new risks. Additionally,

Banking should become more open, transparent,

technology will also radically change work as we

real-time, intelligent, tailored, secure, seamless,

know it, as well as who is doing the work, and

and deeply integrated into consumers’ lives and

where it gets done.

institutional clients’ operations.

Meanwhile, on the economic front,

But while the way banking is done changes, banks’

“Japanification”—persistent low growth, low

role will likely not. Despite what happens, banks

inflation/deflation, and near-zero/negative interest

should remain true to their core identity as

rates—is a real possibility for many advanced

financial intermediaries: matching demand with

economies, particularly in Europe.1 Whether full-

supply of capital. Banks’ competitive advantages

scale Japanification or Japanification-lite happens,

should continue to be their ability to manage risk

it could have material consequences for growth

and complex financial matters, conducting

and profitability in the banking industry globally.

business in a highly regulated market, driving
innovation to serve client needs, protecting clients’

Furthermore, fundamental demographic changes

privacy, and maintaining trust, all at scale. No

across the globe will likely alter growth dynamics

matter what, banks will remain trusted custodians

significantly. Aging populations in advanced

of customers’ assets. This role could include

economies as well as emerging countries such as

protecting things such as digital identity, heralding

China could stress social, political, and business

a new frontier for banking in the digital age.

systems in ways we have not seen before.
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And while banking is changing, so, too, could the

developing a larger, bolder vision. Instead of

purpose of banks. Banks will likely increasingly

shying away from change, leaders should imagine

cater to a greater good, placing themselves at the

the possibilities for how best to ride this wave

forefront of tackling large socioeconomic issues,

of disruption.

such as climate change or social equity.

What is the current state
of the banking industry?

With this disruption, though, comes endless
opportunity. As the cusp of the next decade nears,
bank leaders should reexamine their aspirations in
light of this new reality and fortify their banks’ core

The global banking system continues its positive

foundation. Don’t let short-termism distract from

streak, with profitability increasing to new

FIGURE 1
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THE NEXT WAVE OF DISRUPTION ...
ECONOMIC
ENVIRONMENTAL

REGULATORY

• Japaniﬁcation possible for
many developed
countries

• Climate risks

• Regulatory divergence
• Regulatory tailoring

TECHNOLOGICAL

DEMOGRAPHIC

POLITICAL

• Fusion of technologies

• Aging population

• Rising cybersecurity
and privacy risks

• Rising customer
expectations

• Geopolitical
tensions
• Protectionist policies

... REQUIRES BANKS AND CAPITAL MARKET FIRMS
TO FORTIFY THEIR CORE FOUNDATION
THE FUTURE OF BANKING AND
CAPITAL MARKETS (B&CM INDUSTRY):

Cater to the
greater goal,
such as:
• Climate change

Open

Transparent

Frictionless

Tailored

Intelligent

Value+ pricing

Secure

Contextual

Data-driven

Fewer banks

• Customers
• Regulators
• Bigtechs

New digital products

• Fintechs

Bifurcated industry between
scale and niche players

• Social equity

Deeply integrate
with ecosystem
players:

• Tech vendors

B&CM industry’s core identity will
remain ﬁnancial intermediation
LENDERS/
DEPOSITORS

BORROWERS

Source: Deloitte Center for Financial Services.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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postcrisis levels. According to the Banker,2 return

ROC stood at 18 percent, supported by a strong

on capital (ROC) as of 2018 was 13.7 percent,

return of assets (ROA) of 1.5 percent. Total assets

higher than 13.5 percent at the end of 2017.4

were US$16.5 trillion, up by 3 percent from the

However, the industry still has not found its way

previous year.6 Tax cuts and higher federal funds

back to sustainable profitability levels, with return

rates (until mid-2019) were significant contributors

on equity (ROE) of 9.6 percent being below the

to increased profits. Consumer borrowing has

12 percent mark often associated with banks’ cost

surpassed levels last seen before the financial crisis.7

3

of capital. Global assets declined to US$122.8
5

trillion, mainly due to the disposal of noncore

Similarly, Canadian banks grew total assets by an

assets by European banks (figure 2). On the

impressive 11.2 percent year over year to US$4.7

positive side, the state of banks globally has again

trillion, mainly driven by mortgages, and loans to

become more resilient, with the tier 1 ratio edging

both individuals and businesses.8 However, profit

to 6.75 percent, up from 6.66 percent in 2017.

margins have declined, and loan loss provisioning

The US banking industry has shown modest

conditions.9

rates have crept up due to fading macroeconomic
improvement in most areas and remains strong.
FIGURE 2

State of the global banking system: Top 1,000 banks
2017

2018

Total assets (US$T)
2017
123.7

2018
122.8
13.7%
13.5%
6.75%
6.66%
0.92%
0.9%

ROC
(based on pretax
proﬁts)

ROA
pretax

Tier 1 ratio

Source: "Top 1000 Banks 2019," Banker.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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What to expect in 2020?

In contrast, many European banks are still
preoccupied with rationalizing their businesses
and are working toward achieving the profitability

In the United States, unemployment has hit a

levels of other regions. ROC stood at a meager

record low and inflation is under check, but signs

10.2 percent in 2018,10 unchanged year on year,

of a potential downturn are looming: The yield

despite an improvement in nonperforming loans

curve18 inverted for the first time since 2007.

and higher profits by southern European banks.

Deloitte economists forecast the probability of a US

Pervasive challenges included a structurally lower

recession in the coming year at 25 percent,19

net interest margin (NIM) due to the continually

similar to last year. Most other G-7 countries, such

fragmented European market and oversaturation

as Japan, Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom,

of banks in key markets, such as Germany. Near-

are in a similar situation or worse. Globally, the

zero and negative central bank interest rates also

IMF has forecasted slower worldwide GDP growth

did not help the cause. Total assets have remained

of 3 percent in 2019, with no region unaffected

steady at around US$25.8 trillion.

(figure 3).

11

The story in Asia is mixed, with Chinese banks

Equally concerning is central banks’ limited

generally continuing to get bigger. The top four

repertoire of monetary tools; rates are either at

largest banks globally this year were again

historically low levels or bordering on/in negative

Chinese.12 Meanwhile, Japanese banks have been

territory in key regions around the world.20 The

unable to escape systemic growth concerns

recent move by the European Central Bank (ECB)

stemming from low growth and its aging

to cut rates and reinstate quantitative easing could

population. ROC was 5.8 percent, while ROA was

stir growth, but if it doesn’t, it could result in

0.31 percent, which was predominantly due to the

more pain.

low rates/low-growth environment.13 Assets
decreased by 3 percent to US$13.1 trillion.

On the regulatory front, global regulatory

However, ROC for China was strong at

fragmentation continues to be a reality.

14.4 percent,14 though below last year’s

Institutions now must contend with numerous

15.6 percent.15 The US-China tariff dispute appears

requirements that are often unfinalized or

to have weighed on asset growth, which, among

under revision.

other factors, has dampened the global economic
outlook.

And, of course, potential risks from geopolitical

Meanwhile, Australian banks increased lending by

warrant constant attention.

tensions, such as Brexit or the ongoing trade wars,
4.7 percent to $US1.8 trillion by the end of 2018,
driven by growth in the owner-occupied housing

How should banks prepare
for the next decade?

market.16 Going forward, the picture looks less
gloomy; margins will likely come under pressure as
competition in the oligopolistic retail banking
sector increases, as the banking market is

Anticipating the wave of disruptions over the next

encouraged to be more competitive by the

decade, bank leaders should reimagine the

Australian Competition and Consumer

possibilities for how banking is done with big, bold

Commission (ACCC).

ideas. By hyperscaling their transformation and

17
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FIGURE 3

Real GDP growth forecasts in diﬀerent regions
EU

Emerging Europe

China

Japan

Emerging Asia

LatAm

Middle East and Central Asia

USA

Real GDP growth (%)
9%

Forecast

8%
7%
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
1%
0%
-1%
-2%
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

Source: International Monetary Fund (IMF).21
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

actively engaging with the ecosystem, new

sorry state of data, which can prevent banks from

partnerships and alliances can become imperatives

realizing the full potential of investments in new

for change. But in this drive for change, leaders

technologies. High-quality, easily accessible data,

should also focus on the important mission of

the necessary fuel for any technology solution, is

social responsibility.

still not widespread. Many banks are still

Last year, we urged banks to reimagine

We urge the banking industry to go back to basics:

transformation as a multiyear process and “change

Fix the data problem before undertaking radical

how they change.” This message, of course, is still

technology transformation and slowly chip away at

relevant, but as we enter a new decade, banks

technical debt via core modernization.

struggling with how best to tackle these challenges.

should also fortify their core foundation on
multiple dimensions, including technology

In this report, we offer perspectives on what to

infrastructure, data management, talent, and risk

expect in 2020 and beyond across seven primary

management.

business segments: retail banking, payments,
wealth management, investment banking,

On the technology side, banks continue to face

transaction banking, corporate banking, and

pervasive challenges. One is technical debt, or the

market infrastructure. We also lay out our

lack of legacy system modernization, which is a

expectations across a few domains—regulatory,

huge impediment to transformation. Another is the

technology, risk, and talent (figure 4).
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FIGURE 4

An overview of the 2020 banking and capital markets outlook

Regulation
omer centricity
Cust

Tax

Privacy

Retail banking

Technology

Market
infrastructure

M&A
Corporate
banking

Wealth
management

Fortifying
the core
Transaction
banking

Fintechs

Climate change

Payments

Investment
banking

Talent

Risk

Cyber risk

LIBOR

Source: Deloitte Center for Financial Services.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Regulations
Complex as ever

L

AST YEAR, WE noted a divergence in global

The US Federal Reserve Board (“the Fed”) is

regulatory standards, as many countries

tailoring a proposal to implement the Economic

looking for ways to spur economic growth

Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer

bucked the previous trend of postcrisis

Protection Act (EGRRCPA), which would ensure

synchronization. In 2019, global regulatory

that stringent requirements for the largest financial

fragmentation continues to be a reality, and

institutions are in place but are scaled back for

financial institutions are now contending with

those that fall below the legislative threshold.23

numerous—often unfinalized—requirements with

Additionally, tailoring the EGRRCPA would

implications that have yet to be fully realized.

provide some relief to foreign banking
organizations below certain thresholds.24 These

In the United States, there are multiple “tailoring”

proposals together are expected by year-end 2019.

efforts underway to evaluate, streamline, and
modify regulations based on the size and

The EGRRCPA also includes an amendment to the

complexity of operations. Notably, regulatory

Volcker Rule. Its planned relaxation (Volcker 2.0),

agencies are pushing for a focused, tailored

in January 2020, would lift trading restrictions for

approach to new rule-making, issuing “supervisory

midsize banks and ease compliance for larger

guidance” and tailoring past regulatory

banks.25 While the change should not greatly

requirements. At the same time, they are looking

impact bank trading volumes, it will likely reduce

ahead to new risks—such as LIBOR (London

banks’ compliance challenges.26

22

Interbank Offered Rate) transition, business
resiliency, and technological change and

Numerous changes to the capital and stress testing

innovation.

framework are also underway. The Fed issued

9
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amendments to its capital planning framework

innovators also want a degree of regulatory

Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review

certainty to ensure that their investments will pay

(CCAR) and the Dodd-Frank Annual Stress Testing

off over the long run and not be shut down or

(DFAST), which should improve the design

create unexpected legal, compliance, or regulatory

framework and boost the transparency of both.27

costs.

Additionally, attempts to reform Fannie Mae and

In the United States, some of the uncertainty

Freddie Mac are likely to gather speed. The US

related to bank charters is likely to continue. The

Treasury Department’s initial proposal seeks to

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC)

28

privatize the entities, loosening the government’s

announced in 2018 that it would begin accepting

influence on residential mortgage lending

fintech bank charter applications, but a federal

over time.

court recently ruled that it lacked the authority to
issue a bank charter to any entity that does not

Nonfinancial risks are also top of mind for

have federal deposit insurance.32

regulators, as their consequences become more
apparent across cybersecurity, business resiliency,

Meanwhile, although cannabis has been legalized

compliance, operational risk, data governance, and

in numerous states, it remains illegal under federal

data quality. To address fiduciary responsibility,

law. This leaves banks that provide cannabis-

the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

related banking services in a precarious position.

approved Regulation Best Interest (Reg BI) in

Two pending federal bills—the Secure and Fair

2019,29 which enhances conduct standards for

Enforcement Banking Act of 2019 (SAFE Banking

broker-dealers and investment advisers when

Act) and Strengthening the Tenth Amendment Act

dealing with retail clients. More fiduciary

Through Entrusting States Act (STATES Act)—

standards could be in the pipeline at the state

could clear up uncertainty and permit banks to

level—New Jersey and Massachusetts are

provide services to cannabis businesses that

contemplating their own rules, which could

comply with state laws.33

complicate compliance challenges for
broker-dealers.30

While the question of a eurozone-wide deposit
protection plan remains mired in controversy, the

Regulating privacy is another growing concern.

European Union (EU) has made substantial

Because the United States doesn’t have a

progress in other aspects of its banking

comprehensive federal privacy standard that

union project.

protects all types of US consumer information
(including financial data), some states such as

The European Parliament’s recent revisions to the

California, New York, and Vermont have begun to

Capital Requirements Directive and Regulation

craft their own mandates.

(commonly known as CRD5 and CRR2) are

31

considered to be a win for the banking union.
As fintechs become mainstream, the issue of how

CRD5 and CRR2 will revise capital requirements

best to regulate them has become more urgent. On

and could, therefore, strengthen the capital and

one hand, incumbents and fintechs want the

liquidity positions of EU banks.34 While these

latitude to experiment and innovate without the

revisions implement some parts of Basel III, rules

weight of stifling regulation. On the other,

in Basel IV are excluded.35
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Many financial institutions, however, have made

continue to focus on operating a reformed

compliance progress after the EU implementation

supervisory system. They are engaging directly

of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

with financial firms (for example, conducting

in 2018. GDPR has brought sweeping protections

on-site supervisory visits) to better understand

to the personal data of EU citizens and

their practices.39 APAC regulators are also paying

standardized data rules across the European

more than just lip service to conduct and culture.

Union.36

They are increasingly taking a harder stance on
misconduct and have set stringent expectations for

With the growth in cross-border transactions,

professionalism and conduct.40

Know-Your-Client (KYC) and anti-money
laundering (AML) regulations are getting more

Amid global regulatory fragmentation, financial

attention. The United States recently introduced

institutions—especially those with large global

the Illicit Cash Act to streamline the requirements

operations—are under significant pressure to

and transparency for reporting suspicious activity,

reconcile local jurisdiction demands and their

which is expected to increase banks’ regulatory

home country regulations. Smaller institutions are

challenges. Similarly, in the aftermath of various

also not immune to these regulatory ebbs and flows.

money-laundering scandals in 2018, EU regulators

With divergence expected to continue, coupled

are also overhauling their rules.38

with some geopolitical instability and the

37

possibility of an economic downturn, banks can
Finally, in Asia Pacific (APAC), there are few

best prepare by continuing their compliance

prospects for major new regulations for the finance

modernization journey using the latest governance,

industry on the horizon. Instead, APAC regulators

risk, and compliance technologies.
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Technology
Fixing the basics

L

AST YEAR, WE highlighted the need for banks

Challenged with legacy technology and data quality

to excel at data management, modernize core

issues, most banks are unable to achieve the

infrastructure, embrace artificial intelligence

desired returns on their modernization initiatives.42

(AI), and migrate to the cloud. However, most

As a result, there might be a need to shift attention

banks are far from where they’d like to be in their

and adopt a back-to-basics approach in 2020

digital transformation, despite an increase in new

before banks can fully reap the rewards from

technology investment in recent years. This trend

advanced technologies.

41

is expected to continue in the foreseeable future.
For instance, in 2022, North American banks are

As a first step, institutions should tackle their

expected to spend nearly one-half of their total

technical debt, which is typically caused by past

information technology (IT) budget on new

underspending and layering newer technologies on

technology, while European banks would spend

top of aging infrastructure. Legacy systems are

about one-third, a figure higher than the current

among the biggest barriers to bank growth.43

level (27 percent) (figure 5).

FIGURE 5

New technology investment as a percentage of banks’ IT spending
North America

Europe

44%

60%
50%
40%
30%

25%
13%

26%
15%

27%
17%

28%
19%

30%
21%

33%
24%

40%

37%
27%

48%
33%

31%

29%

20%
10%
0%

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Source: Based on Celent research; Rochelle Toplensky, Wall Street Journal, "Technology Is banks’ new battleground,"
September 10, 2019.44
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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2020 could be the year of “build and migrate,” as

ecosystems and data-sharing between institutions

banks continue to test approaches to core system

expands customer data, it also complicates data

modernization. Establishing a new, parallel, cloud-

management and raises privacy concerns. Banks

native core banking platform is gaining traction as

should rethink their data architecture and get their

a strategy. This is because it is less risky, reduces

houses in order to maximize returns from analytics

time-to-market, brings results, and allows core

initiatives. Additionally, privacy-enhancing

banking functions to be migrated over time.

techniques can help banks derive value from datasharing without compromising privacy.46

Meanwhile, AI applications’ deployment results
remain modest. Although individual, siloed uses

Lastly, digital transformation is not limited to

have been successful, Deloitte research has shown

technology and data. To realize long-term success,

that holistically adopting AI across the enterprise

the human side should also be addressed. As

and making it part of enterprisewide strategy

technology gets cheaper and is readily adopted by

reaped the highest return on companies’ AI

the industry, the initial advantages may decrease in

investments in financial services.45 Therefore, to

the long term. This is why it’s important for banks

achieve scale, banks should build tight governance

to learn how to use technology to develop new

structures and bring the workforce along on the

customer insights and deliver contextual offerings.

journey. They should also consider the risks (for

Another equally important aspect to consider will

example, potential bias in AI-powered algorithms)

be culture. More often than not, the success or

and fortify their own cybersecurity defenses.

failure of a digital transformation effort may
depend on cultural issues rather than technical

To unlock AI’s promise for growth and for banks to

ones.47 To make transformation happen, leaders

evolve from a product-centric to a customer-first

may need to focus on developing a new mindset for

organization, harnessing the potential of data will

how best to use technology, people, and processes.

be a key focus in 2020 and beyond. However, data

Only those financial institutions that build a

that resides in banks’ siloed systems is just one

collaborative and innovative culture to drive

piece of the puzzle. As consumers’ digital footprints

change can achieve real returns on their technology

rapidly grow, new kinds of data are added into the

investments in the next decade.

mix. And while increasing the prevalence of
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Risk

Leveraging technology to elevate risk management

R

EGULATORY DIVERGENCE, GEOPOLITICAL

enable the first line to take on more ownership

instability, and the possibility of a downturn

of risk.

have created a host of impending risks,

requiring financial institutions to rethink

Banks should then consider how best to leverage

traditional approaches to risk management.48

the power of new technologies, which has yet to be

Additionally, nonfinancial risks remain top of mind

fully realized. Technology has played a significant

for regulators and banks alike, and many have

role in risk management for a long time. But

begun to sharpen their focus on this emerging

thanks to recent advances, it can now help banks

subset of risks. While banks have made notable

reshape their risk management program in more

strides in assessing and mitigating risk across the

meaningful ways. Very few banks, however, report

enterprise in recent years, the next decade will

that they have applied emerging technologies to

likely test their ability to continue to modernize the

the risk management function,51 which could be a

risk function.

missed opportunity. Technology can increase
efficiency by automating manual processes, assist

Bank leaders can start by contemplating what
might be an optimal risk management model.

in identifying emerging threats, and provide
insights into risks and their causal factors.52

49

They should first reevaluate their lines of defense

Robotic process automation (RPA), for instance,

to determine where duplicative efforts likely exist

can be used to reduce human error by flagging

between the first line (where risk is owned and

exceptions in large data sets. And machine learning,

managed) and second (where risk is overseen).

coupled with natural language processing, could

50

Eliminating these siloed and redundant risk

convert unstructured data such as emails into

management practices could allow them to

structured data that can then be analyzed to

overcome cost and process inefficiencies and

predict where risks might occur.53
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At the same time, banks should be mindful of the

effective. For some time, financial institutions have

additional risks these new technologies might

had difficulty providing quality data from source

create. Third-party relationships with external

through system. This is due to a historic

technology vendors, suppliers, or service providers

proliferation of disparate legacy systems, which

could expose banks to information misuse and

has limited their ability to capture, measure, and

theft (insider risk), system failures, and business

report data.55 By enhancing their data architecture,

disruptions (operational risk), or regulatory

banks could create new data tools and models that

noncompliance. On the other hand, biases,

could readily sense and combat emerging risks.

automation errors, and rogue programs could

Having better data, for instance, could help banks

result in algorithmic risk.54

boost their monitoring and surveillance tools to
detect and predict instances of employee

Additionally, deploying these technologies to

misconduct (conduct risk).56 New tools could also

manage risk will require banks to access and use

help eliminate silos and empower the business line

high-quality, timely data. Without robust data,

to make better risk decisions, allowing them to go

technology implementation will likely not be as

from hindsight to foresight.

15
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Talent

Focusing on the human side of transformation

L

AST YEAR, WE encouraged banks to prepare

crowdsourced talent) at scale. The current low

for the future of work, as automation, robotics,

unemployment rates and tight labor markets

and cognitive technologies continue to

further complicate the picture. As a growth

redefine how work is done. The impact of these

imperative, banks should therefore consider

technologies, though, is only one part of a major

reskilling (and in some cases, upskilling) their

shift that’s happening across industries. To figure

internal talent pool.

out how this shift might impact talent, and—most
important—what to do about it, bank leaders will

But who would lead this augmented workforce?

need to understand not just changes to the nature

More than 80 percent of financial institutions

of work (the what and the how) but also the

surveyed believe their organization is not effective

workforce (the who) and the workplace (the

or only somewhat effective in developing leaders

where)—all of which are greatly interrelated.57

that can keep up with work’s rapid pace of
change.60 Many highlighted the importance of

When it comes to the future of work, many banks

skills that balance traditional expectations and new

have started to explore automating manual,

competencies.61 Thus, the profile of tomorrow’s

routine tasks by scaling technology from siloed use

banking leaders will likely need to evolve to include

cases to larger processes across the enterprise.

some essential core attributes, such as: the

However, the human side of this transformation

aptitude for balancing business knowledge with

has received little attention, and leaders seem to be

tech fluency; managing complexity; strong

viewing the capacity freed up from automating

interpersonal skills; the ability to facilitate change

these tasks as productivity gains at best. To take

with an inspiring, forward-looking vision; and the

full advantage of technology, however, firms

ability to empower a diverse and inclusive

should also focus on redefining and redesigning

workforce across co-located and virtual

jobs to empower the higher-order work (requiring

environments (figure 6).62 By taking a fresh look at

intuitive, creative, interpretive, and problem-

the context under which future leaders will thrive,

solving skills) that humans can best handle.

banks can begin to cultivate those leaders today.

58

The new “super jobs”59 that result from this

Lastly, since culture and configuration of the

redesign could then require a change to the

workplace have been linked to innovation63 and

workforce, especially to attract individuals who can

business results,64 banks have an opportunity to

connect the dots between technology and business.

reimagine it to inspire talent. To enhance the

Firms have two options: talent acquisition or

human experience, banks should modernize their

reskilling. While banks already have a strong

workplaces with more open and collaborative

appetite for talent acquisition, the closely regulated

structures. They should also explore ways to foster

nature of the financial services industry has limited

connections for their virtual workers.

their ability to use alternative talent models (gig or
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FIGURE 6

Core attributes of 21st-century leaders in the global banking and capital
markets industry
Lead amidst more complexity/ambiguity
79%

Lead through inﬂuence
70%

Manage remotely
57%

Manage humans and machines
55%

Lead faster
50%

Manage alternative workers
32%
Source: 2019 Deloitte Human Capital Trends survey of executives. Data indicates the proportion of 706 respondents from
global banking and capital markets who believe these are the unique requirements for 21st-century leaders.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Retail banking
Platforms are the future

How is retail banking changing?

Japan, despite near-zero/negative rates, loan
growth has been tepid, and margins have been

After a period of modest expansion in 2018, the

suppressed.

outlook on retail banks’ margins and profits
dampened in 2019 due to a reversal in the interest

Regardless of business fundamentals, banking

rate cycle in the United States and even lower/

consumers around the world want the same thing:

more negative rates in Europe and Japan.

superior and consistent customer experience in
branches, online, or via a mobile app.71 But

Despite the pressure from macro forces, US retail

delivering on this expectation is still challenging

banking market indicators are positive: Average

for many banks, despite their recent digitization

NIM as of Q2 2019 reached 3.39 percent;65 deposits

efforts.

grew at 5 percent year over year; mortgage
originations were up;66 consumer debt reached a

Digital channels are increasingly driving growth in

record level of US$4 trillion (primarily driven,

deposits and consumer lending,72 as evidenced by

however, by a sharp and worrying rise in student

Goldman Sachs’ Marcus retail banking arm or N26,

loans); and the efficiency ratio and asset quality

a German mobile bank. Unsurprisingly, digital

remained generally good.68 But the number of

lending is also where nonbanks are stealing share

67

banks and branches continued to shrink. Despite

from incumbents. In the US mortgage and

the competition from fintechs, US bank consumers’

personal loan markets, nonbank players have

trust in and satisfaction with their banks as

captured a large market share already. For instance,

custodians of their money and financial data

Quicken Loans is now the largest mortgage

remained generally high.

originator in the United States.73

In Europe, the persistent reality of negative rates—

Meanwhile, fintechs in Asia are becoming

expected to last for several more years69—has

dominant players in retail banking. In Europe,

pushed down NIMs, with lending margins in

fintechs are also making strides. Some of these

Germany, for instance, declining since late 2009.70

fintechs are aiming to expand globally.74 However,

The ECB’s September rate decrease has only

the business models of the new digital banks may

intensified the pressure. Lending volume, however,

be challenged in a low interest rate environment

has seen steady growth.

because of lack of scale and high rates for deposits.

Banks in many parts of Asia, on the other hand,

And open banking, the sharing of customer data

have increased their margins, with NIMs reaching

between banks and other external parties upon a

2 percent. China, in particular, has continued to

customer’s request, has taken root. While still in

see strong consumer lending growth. However, in

the early stages of its evolution, it is most evident
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What can we expect in 2020?

in Australia, the United Kingdom, and other
countries in the European Union. Australia has
even applied an expansive set of rules on consumer

The increasing pressure from a low-yield

data rights and data-sharing to other industries as

environment and the potential for an economic

well.75 To date, there are no signs of new open

slowdown could negatively impact earnings,

banking regulations being developed in the United

especially for smaller, less diversified, and

States, but banks are starting to craft their own

consumer lending-focused banks. Banks should

guidelines voluntarily.

continue to increase their fee-based income, as well
as focus on cost management, but should not lose
focus on their digitization efforts and regulatory

What will retail banking look
like in the next decade?

obligations.
To enable insights-driven offerings to clients,

By decade’s end, fewer retail banks might exist,

attain a leaner cost structure, and ultimately

although the degree of shrinkage could vary by

unlock future success, core modernization is key.

region/country and will likely depend on the

Banks should digitize and transform across the

current level of banking capacity, competition, and

entire value chain for all products. For instance,

market demand. As a result, the nature and degree

while almost every bank in the United States offers

of competition will likely change; the surviving

a digital mortgage application, only 7 percent

fintechs should become mainstream players and

manage end-to-end digital loan disbursement.76

traditional incumbents will recalibrate their

This is material since traditional lenders have

strategies. Nevertheless, scale and efficiencies will

operating expenses that are three times those of

be dominant factors. Also, in the next few years,

digital lending players for their services.77

banks could partner with others in the ecosystem
to become de facto platforms, offering countless

Smaller banks, in particular, tied to a single core

services that will extend beyond banking. Banks

vendor in most cases, could find achieving their

should still be best positioned to own the customer

digital ambitions out of reach, so prioritizing

relationship, which would enable them to rethink

modernization efforts could be key for them as well.

their value proposition and serve client needs

To drive revenue growth, retail banks should focus

holistically, supported by data and analytics.

on loan and payments products over deposit

Product innovations are expected to focus on

accounts. And, improving the customer experience

clients’ financial well-being and closely connect

for all products should be an overarching goal of

lending, payments, and wealth management

core modernization.

services. And, of course, maintaining superior
customer experience and seamless connectivity to

Open banking should take hold in 2020 in many

an ecosystem of other apps/application program

regions. Open banking can amplify and accelerate

interfaces (APIs) could be the norm. Offering

banks’ digital transformation efforts and the

advice should be a differentiating factor for banks

emergence of new business models. While the

as it becomes contextual and realtime. Banks

potential upside is vast, the stakes are high. In the

should rethink and innovate pricing models

United States, given the lack of a regulatory

accordingly. In an open data environment, privacy

mandate, there are still some uncertainties about

concerns will also be a factor.

the scale and pace of adoption of open banking. As
such, banks should be selective in how they
implement open banking practices.
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Payments

Remaining relevant as further disruption looms

How is the payments
business changing?

sponsored by regulators. The Fed’s announcement
to enter the faster payments space as an operator
of FedNow is a noteworthy development.80 While

Payments remains one of the most dynamic and

use cases of faster payments span the spectrum,

exciting businesses in banking. The breakneck pace

business-to-business (B2B) payments—where

of change and the unprecedented scale of

there are still rampant inefficiencies, such as paper-

innovation are inspiring and testing established

based invoicing, check payments, and tedious

orthodoxies.

reconciliation processes—often holds the most
promise.

The proliferation of digital payment options and
innovative platforms are encroaching on

Meanwhile, the payments industry is seeing more

traditional payment providers’ turf, forcing many

consolidation, due to rising competition and the

to reassess their business models. Their foremost

race to scale. Payments incumbents are pursuing

challenge is to remain relevant and quickly adapt

M&A to gain complementary capabilities and

to the new competitive environment. While

expand into new markets.81 In 2019, we saw several

fintechs are driving much of the disruption,

notable M&A deals, such as Fiserv-First Data and

incumbents are not far behind. Take, for instance,

FIS-Worldpay, in the US$1.6 trillion global

the perennial problem of delayed settlement in

payments processing business,82 attesting to the

business-to-consumer payments. Some card

global growth ambitions of these players.83

incumbents are bringing solutions to shorten the
settlement cycle to near real-time payments.

What will payments look
like in the next decade?

Overall, though, a good deal of the innovation in
payments is happening in emerging markets,
where mobile adoption and low-cost quick

Payments will be invisible, seamless, and real-time

response (QR) technology are making digital

but will likely be about more than just transactions.

payments the norm. eMarketer estimated that

A whole slew of new value-added services, such as

about 45 percent of the Chinese population used

identity protection, real-time cash management,

mobile payments in 2018, compared with

and new purchasing insights that customers and

23 percent in the United States and 15 percent in

merchants alike would value, should be the norm.

the United Kingdom.78

Increasingly, differentiation and premium pricing

Concurrently, more countries—developed and

currencies will likely become the norm, most likely

will be driven by “payments+” services. Digital
emerging, alike—are prioritizing payments

with regulators’ support. New platforms would

modernization through faster payments. More than

necessitate new payment mechanisms—all digital,

50 countries have either implemented or plan to

of course. Meanwhile, abundant customer data

implement faster payments solutions,79 many

should enrich personalized experiences while
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increasing payment providers’ responsibilities in

customer data is typically the first step in

the areas of privacy and security. The net result is

this transition.

an industry that may become more competitive,
with interoperability still a challenge in the

Also, there will be growth in invisible payments,

near term.

such as the “just walk out” technology featured in
Amazon Go stores.84 This is yet another example of
how incumbents are being displaced and are losing

What can we expect in 2020?

control.

Redesigning customer experience by removing

Payment providers will also be forced to expand

friction, enhancing value through rewards and

alternative revenue streams. Strategic moves such

access to other financial products, and bolstering

as Mastercard’s acquisition of Transfast (cross-

security are expected to remain top priorities for

border payments) may signify how the revenue mix

payment providers.

could evolve in the future.85

While large payment providers could continue to

In 2020, further exploration of regulator-

offer an enhanced integrated experience, we are

sponsored digital currency systems, such as those

also likely to see an acceleration in unbundling the

in China, and deliberation on appropriate

payments value proposition. This will comprise

cryptocurrency regulation86 may go hand-in-hand.

payment, credit, rewards, and security components

For privately sponsored digital currencies,

but should also include the flexibility to interact

payments providers should proactively work with

with different experience providers.

regulators and ecosystem partners.

Providers should increasingly focus on addressing

Progress on developing faster payments is expected

the right pain points and reorienting product

to continue at a different pace globally. In North

design to be experience-focused. This is important,

America, payments providers should be mindful of

as nearly four in 10 US consumers have

actions by the Fed and Payments Canada to

experienced some friction with their credit card

determine potential strategies and learn from

payments in the last year, with fraud being the

initial adoption.

most common complaint (figure 7).
With any of the above strategies, partnerships,
Traditional providers should aim to enhance their

both traditional and nontraditional, will be critical

relevance with customers by increasingly providing

to drive value from acquisitions and take

them with real-time, contextual, and personalized

advantage of broader market trends.

services. However, adopting this customer-centric
model will be easier said than done, given the

In the end, no matter what type of innovation

siloed nature of data, narrow performance

payment firms engage in, they should aim to

incentives, and product-based organizational

develop products in smaller, bolder cycles. This can

structure at many firms. Getting a better handle on

put them on solid ground to fail fast, learn faster,
reduce time-to-market, and revive their relevance.
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FIGURE 7

Issues experienced with credit card payments in the United States

38%

of US consumers experienced an issue with their credit card payments
in the last year. Of those 38%:

I experienced fraud; my credit card information was compromised and/or misused
37%

My credit card was declined in the store or for digital payments, even when my outstanding
alance was within the credit limit
27%

The card issuer charged a fee that was not clearly communicated when I signed up for the card
24%

The promised rewards on the card were not credited accurately or in a timely manner
22%

I went through a tedious process of disputing charges that were incorrectly added to
my monthly statement
22%

I faced issues when redeeming my accumulated reward points
21%

The card issuer's contact center/branch representative(s) took a lot of time to resolve my queries
related to the card, rewards, etc.
17%

I wasn't satisﬁed with the response/solution oﬀered by the card issuer's contact
center/branch representative(s)
11%

Source: Payments survey among US consumers, 2019, Deloitte Center for Financial Services.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Wealth management

The new core of the banking relationship

How is wealth
management changing?

wealth needs, and the impending wealth transfer.
Thus, some firms are launching new products,
including “impact investing,”91 innovative pricing

Banks are betting on their wealth management

models (for example, subscription-based pricing by

divisions to bring stability amid a looming

Charles Schwab),92 and new asset classes (for

downturn.87 However, increasing competition and

example, music royalties by Royalty Exchange).93

commoditization are placing pressure on fees and
margins, forcing greater price transparency. The

In the mass affluent market, competition is heating

elimination of a US tax deduction for investment

up. Through its recent acquisition of United

management costs is further raising clients’

Capital, Goldman Sachs’ is targeting the large pool

sensitivity to fees.

of corporate employees,94 an underleveraged
channel so far. And the ultra-wealthy are fueling

On the regulatory front, wealth managers are

the rise of family offices globally, simultaneously

grappling with the rising cost of compliance and

increasing investments into alternative asset

increasing focus on KYC/AML and data

classes, enabled by (private) feeder funds solutions

protection.88 But more importantly, the

of the likes of Artivest or iCapital Network.95

implementation of the SEC’s new rules on fiduciary
standards is set to increase the compliance

Meanwhile, the competitive differentiation among

requirements and drive additional changes to the

offshore wealth centers has been shifting from

business models and platforms of wealth firms

regulation and tax factors to, more recently,

operating in the United States.89

provider capability and digital maturity, where

As expected, robo-advice has become table stakes.

Kingdom, and Switzerland typically have an

Virtually every large wealth firm has a digital

advantage. However, Asian centers are catching up

advice platform. Independent robo players,

fast, driven by advances in their digital

countries such as the United States, United

however, are revisiting their business models,

infrastructure, such as mobile network coverage or

constrained by high client acquisition and servicing

internet bandwidth, and rising wealth in the

costs and low revenue yield. In response, some

region.96

firms are offering cash management products and/
or pivoting to a hybrid human-machine servicing

What can we expect in
the next decade?

model.90
On the client side, changing demographics are
prompting a strategic shift for some in product

Wealth management could become the core of the

innovation, service experience, and adviser

banking-customer relationship. However, in the

training. More firms are targeting millennials, in

decade ahead, the business might face its most

particular, due to the size of the market, evolving

pressing challenges, as asset prices may come
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under pressure amid slowing global economic

Next, improving client experience will likely be

growth. It is unlikely, though, that machines will

paramount as clients expect seamless, real-time

replace human advisers, especially in serving the

advice. To achieve this, firms should prioritize

ultra/high net worth individual (UHNWI/HNWI)

front-office digitization and modernization. In a

segments. Ability to provide real-time, tailored

similar vein, upgrading and digitizing KYC and

advice will become a key differentiator, along with

client onboarding processes, as well as AML

the readiness to offer new products and asset

transaction monitoring is critical. However, this

classes, including digital assets. The industry could

transition to a digital operating model may also

see unbundling of the value chain, with players

engender new risks and necessitates a rethinking of

focusing on what they do best, while other parts

the risk management framework.

are outsourced. Wealthtechs, increasingly
partnering with incumbents, could also be an

Enhancing adviser productivity and experience will

important part of this ecosystem.

also be key to cope with margin pressure, meet
compliance demands, and provide superior client
service. Some firms, for instance, are using

What can we expect in 2020?

machine learning to free up advisers’ time on
routine tasks, such as providing operational alerts

To prepare for the decade ahead, wealth managers

and client updates.98

are focusing on client experience, adviser
experience and productivity, operational efficiency,

To attract and retain clients, online trading of

and regulations.

stocks and exchange-traded funds in the United

In the United States, Reg BI and the Form CRS

should benefit large-scale players that can make up

States will increasingly be offered for no fee. This
Relationship Summary (“Form CRS”) will likely

for this loss in income through other predictable

impact wealth firms’ business models, operational

sources, such as sweep accounts.

processes, technology infrastructure, and
compliance programs.97 Firms should embed

Lastly, wealth managers should follow the money

clients’ “best interest” in their governance,

to attain long-term growth. Greater expertise in

disclosure, process, and training procedures, even

alternative investments, including private equity,

as individual states (for example, Massachusetts

real estate, and digital assets, such as tokens and

and New Jersey) potentially develop their own

cryptocurrencies, will be important as UHNWI/

fiduciary standards. A push toward less risky

HNWIs seek to diversify their portfolios. Moreover,

investment advisory models is expected in 2020.

with rapid increases in private wealth, Asian
markets cannot be ignored as a potential
client base.
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Investment banking
More pain before any gain

How is investment
banking changing?

Furthermore, increasing platform sophistication
among buy-side and corporate clients is
threatening money-making opportunities. In the

Postcrisis structural shifts continue to impede

United States, the five large asset managers have

investment banks from achieving stable returns. In

set up their own platforms to directly connect with

2019, combined revenues at the top banks were at

company executives.104 Similarly, some corporate

their lowest since 2006. It seems 2018’s relatively

clients are beginning to undertake capital market

stable performance may have been an aberration.

activities, such as M&A and initial public offerings

99

(IPOs) (for example, direct listing by Slack),105
Anemic economic growth and near-zero/negative

without banks as the intermediaries. Hedge funds

interest rates have exacerbated European banks’

and private equity firms have also begun to dabble

inability to steer in a positive direction. Meanwhile,

in core investment banking activities.

US banks continue to get stronger, generating
62 percent of global investment banking fees in

What will investment banking
look like in the next decade?

2018, up from 53 percent in 2011.100 US banks’
share of fees could grow as some major European
banks reduce their investment banking aspirations
and refocus on “traditional” home-market core

While the core intermediation function will remain

activities.101 How Asian banks will fare could hinge

the same—matching supply and demand for

on whether and how regulators implement

capital—significant changes can be expected in the

regulations, such as the treatment of internal risk

services investment banks provide and their

models, which had proven challenging for many

delivery. Large corporates and buy-side firms could

US banks in the past.

become more self-sufficient in standard capital

Recognizing the challenges ahead, some

expertise for more complex, global needs. The

market activities, but they will likely rely on bank
investment banks have restructured their sales and

industry will likely be bifurcated, with a few large,

trading businesses and accelerated cost-cutting

global investment banks—mostly in the United

efforts.102 Of course, underwriting has not been

States—and another group focused on local

immune to broader macro trends,103 with many

markets and specialized segments. As industry

banks decreasing their capital allocation and

convergence accelerates in the broader economy,

shifting emphasis to the advisory business. But this

the need for cross-industry knowledge could

is also leading to increased competition and new

become more important. Meanwhile, technologies

market entrants, causing further fragmentation.

such as AI and blockchain could become central to
the operation of capital markets businesses and for
tailored client insights.
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What can we expect in 2020?

investments, but it raises the question of whether
competencies of support functions may weaken as

2020 will likely be another year of rationalization

such efforts are rolled out.

in the investment banking industry. Large US
banks, despite the economic challenges ahead,

Cost mutualization is back in the air, but with a

have a head start in readjusting to a new world.

“Fintech 2.0” flavor. This new brand of markets/

Most European banks, on the other hand, will be

securities-focused fintech is eager to collaborate

forced to rethink their global ambitions and pick

with banks. AccessFintech, which specializes in

the businesses they want to succeed in, though they

collaboration, transparency, and control to the

must be careful not to discard core functions to

financial services industry, is an example.

remain competitive in the future. Asian banks are
expected to continue to build their capabilities to

Talent will become more important for banks as

serve local markets.

the blend of capabilities in complex finance, coding,
and soft skills necessary to drive deals forward will

The sales and trading business will likely undergo

likely be in short supply.107 Banks should revisit

the most notable transformation. Driven by a

their talent model, accordingly. The investment

democratization of markets, technology, and

banker of tomorrow will likely be augmented by

demand for mass customization, the business is

technology solutions and will be a banker

expected to split into “flow monsters,” which focus

epitomizing “less doing, but more thinking.”108

on execution services, and “client capturers,” which
specialize in front-office functions.106 Mid-level

On the regulation side, CRD5 and CRR2 will

players without scale will likely be squeezed.

increase banks’ capital and mandate large nonEuropean banks to create holding companies in the

In sales and trading, posttrade simplification is

European Union.109 This might slow US banks’

becoming an urgent priority, with the bigger

advance. Further impact could come from the

players now willing to make investments to

Fundamental Review of the Trading Book (FRTB),

simplify and innovate around this infrastructure.

expected to go live starting January 2022, which

Client intelligence and self-service are also major

addresses the risk-weighted assets of banks’

themes, not only as levers for simplification, but

trading books.110 Additionally, the planned

also increasingly to enhance the client experience.

relaxation of the Volcker rule in the United States
could lessen the compliance burden for banks and

Banks should not lose sight of the need to address

improve liquidity management for banks’

core modernization and develop new client

international operations.111 Lastly, with the ongoing

solutions, while improving their cost structure.

Brexit uncertainty, banks’ European regional

Risk functions have seen some modernization, and

setups have been altered for good. The ECB’s

a few banks have begun reshaping their business

curtailing of “back-to-back” booking models, which

processes and other middle-office functions, with

would otherwise enable banks to manage capital

some taking bold initiatives. Resulting cost savings

and risks from the United Kingdom, has cemented

free up resources for front-office related

the expanded EU presence of banks.112
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Transaction banking
Need for bold change

How is transaction
banking changing?

progress has been slow even though clients,
business partners, and regulators expect change to
happen quickly, unlike in the past.

Transaction banking, a mix of businesses ranging
from cash management to securities servicing,

In addition, there has also been an increased focus/

remains the primary revenue growth engine in

need for service externalization, with customers

banks’ portfolio. Steady, predictable returns, an

undertaking some service functions themselves.

attractive cost structure, and sticky customers
typically make this business highly attractive.

Despite the aging platforms that need to be

For instance, revenues from cash management, a

adjust to, the appetite for bold change in

upgraded and new market-clearing capabilities to
rate-sensitive business, and trade finance grew

transaction banking seems limited, partly due to

10 percent to US$19 billion in 2018 for four of the

the lack of real urgency, and partly due to the

largest global banks.

notion “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.” Stable

113

Similarly, global securities

services revenues grew in high single digits year

performance and short-term-oriented leadership

over year in 2018, with custody services

have likely hindered innovation.

contributing most to this increase.114 Meanwhile,
the lackluster performance of the US$3.2 trillion

What will transaction banking
look like in the next decade?

hedge fund industry was a reality check for many
prime brokers, prompting them to reassess their
exposure and tighten due diligence.115

Transaction banks will increasingly become
Overall, European banks have lagged their US

orchestrators of the financial ecosystems for global

counterparts, due to record-low interest rates and

commerce and asset servicing. As physical flows

sluggish domestic economic growth.116 They have

merge with digital flows, banks should go beyond

also struggled to match the capital utilization of

their core offerings to offer new services, such as

American banks in the US market.

hedging against climate risk or insuring digital
assets. Banks will also be the trusted resource for

Transaction banks have had to contend with some

advice, through machine-augmented intelligence.

notable changes to regulatory and industry

While real-time information flows will be pervasive,

standards, including the second Payment Services

tools and models that fuse multiple technologies—

Directive (PSD2), ISO20022, SWIFT gpi, and

from machine learning, blockchain, cloud, 5G, and

LIBOR transition. These initiatives involve

quantum computing—will be increasingly common

significant technology upgrades and tremendous

in transaction banking, as in other businesses. The

capital and change effort. For the most part, the

focus will likely also shift from local to global

industry has dealt well with these changes. But on

decision optimization (for example, finding the

the programs not mandated by regulations,

best liquidity solution to considering broader
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factors and decision impacts). Risk and compliance

transition, PSD2, or SWIFT gpi), transaction banks

controls should be embedded more seamlessly into

should “piggyback” their core transformation

operations.117

efforts on such mandates. Failure to modernize the
related core legacy systems—whether cash
management and treasury or securities

What can we expect in 2020?

reconciliation systems—could be a
missed opportunity.

As corporate clients start to adjust their financing
needs in response to a potential global slowdown in

As faster payments become a growing reality and

2020, transaction banks can add more value to

offer richer, structured data and real-time tracking,

their clients. In this low/negative rate environment,

banks should consider offering new liquidity

transaction banks should increase their focus on

solutions to clients. Also, the potential of faster

proactively advising their corporate clients on

payments to depress the “float” that businesses

optimizing their working capital and providing

need to hold should be addressed more

advice on mitigating potential financial risks—

strategically by developing new fee-based services

especially within cash management, treasury

to offset any potential loss from this decreased

services, and trade finance.

float.118

Securities servicing firms, on the other hand, are

On the client side, corporates and buy-side

expected to continue to provide data analytics and

institutions are expecting more from their

insights to enable their clients to make informed

transaction banks. They want real-time solutions

investment decisions.

that use data in an intelligent way to optimize
working capital or investment performance and

Given lower prospects for growth, transaction

create a hassle-free experience.119 Instead of being

banks should also double down on their own cost

forced to “go” to the banks, these clients also want

management and get a better understanding of

the banks to “come” to them and enable stronger,

their economic architecture. Investing in cost data

secure connectivity and information flows through

and analytics in this regard could pay long-term

APIs. Open banking, in this context, is quickly

dividends. Also, with an increased focus on cost

becoming a differentiator and a way to lock in

management on the client side, treasurers may

clients. An example is DBS Bank’s Rapid, an API-

shop around for better pricing. Many haven’t

driven banking solution that integrates its

revisited their banking relationships, and as

functionalities directly with corporate clients’ IT

growth slows, banks should create enhanced

systems.120

offerings and incentivize clients/treasurers to
make strategic shifts in their banking relations,

Finally, the advent of tokenized securities will push

thus prompting more competition.

some custodians to design new digital assets
custody solutions.121 Custodians should think long

Furthermore, with the push for change flowing

term to safeguard native crypto assets and provide

from regulatory or industry initiatives (LIBOR

full-service custody solutions.
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Corporate banking

Enhancing value streams beyond lending

How is corporate
banking changing?

increasing risks. But the market is showing early
signs of cooling, as some banks begin to shun
leveraged loans amid a higher level of scrutiny.

Growth in corporate banking globally has been a
mixed bag in 2019. Global deposit growth over the

Influenced by what they see in their personal lives

last year has been relatively flat, with a 1.3 percent

as consumers of digitally enabled services in areas

decline as of mid-year 2019.122

such as online retail or ride-hailing services, more
corporate customers have begun to expect similar

US banks report weakening demand across several

high-quality, tailored, seamless services. Faced

loan categories, partly citing increased competition

with this shift and heightened competition, many

between banks and from nonbank lenders, such as

corporate banks are prioritizing digital

private capital firms and fintechs.123 In the search

transformation. JPMorgan Chase, for instance, has

for growth, some large banks are sharpening their

said it will merge its corporate banking team with

focus on middle-market deals.

its middle-market technology division to better

124

Additionally,

economic uncertainty and risk perceptions have

serve clients in that space.129

pushed banks to take a heightened look at credit
quality and tighten standards. Some banks also

What will corporate banking
look like in the next decade?

report increasing the premiums on riskier loans.
The same uncertainty has pushed many European
banks to also tighten credit standards in 2019.

Change is on the horizon, and the future landscape

Despite this, demand for corporate loans in Europe

for corporate banks will likely be marked by

has remained robust, supported by low interest

evolving client expectations, business model and

rates.125

workforce shifts, and disruptive technologies.130
Demand for real-time liquidity and funding is

In Asia, the ongoing US-China trade conflict has

expected to grow. A more open world and access to

begun to weigh on business lending. Even with

greater amounts of customer data could lead to

recent efforts by Chinese regulators to stimulate

more analytics-driven processes,131 especially

lending and offset the impact from declining

within loan underwriting. The new promise of open

exports, corporate loans in China have sharply

banking across the industry, meanwhile, could

fallen over the year,126 and corporate bond defaults

pave the way for platform banking. There could

have soared.127

very well be greater competition from insurance
companies, private equity firms, traditional asset

Globally, banks account for approximately

managers, and fintechs in the corporate lending

55 percent of the US$3.2 trillion leveraged loan

space. Thus, the corporate bank over the next

market,

decade could look very different than the one today,

128

and it continues to be a major concern

for regulators and analysts worldwide, given the
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as it redefines its role in the new financial

Next, banks should consider digitizing front- and

ecosystem.

back-office functions to boost operating efficiency
and deliver the seamless, digitally enhanced
experience that corporate clients increasingly crave.

What can we expect in 2020?

On the front end, account servicing, for instance,

In the short term, shifting client demands,

digitally assisted conversations during servicing

increases in the cost to serve, and the threat from

could revamp routine communications, enhancing

new market entrants will likely put pressure on

the client relationship and marking another step

has long been a face-to-face business. AI-powered,

banks to rethink their current strategies, while it

toward differentiation. On the back end, loan

continues to strengthen relationships with clients.

origination and rationalization are ripe for
automation.

To do so, corporate banks should first consider
refreshing or enhancing their relationship

Of course, digital enablement could be hindered

management capabilities by offering clients a new

without platform modernization. Legacy

business proposition via digital products and

technology could continue to hinder corporate

services. Finding fresh value streams outside loans

banks’ ability to rapidly respond to change, so they

will likely become an imperative, especially as

should prioritize upgrading their infrastructure.

economic uncertainty weighs on loan demand and

They might also consider infrastructure

as more fintechs (such as Kabbage132 or

improvements via fintech acquisitions or

StreetShares133) enter the lending space with

managed services.

alternative models. Digital products and services—
for example, supply chain finance, specialized

Finally, on the accounting side in the United States,

support, easy integration, or flexible funding

with the approaching replacement of an incurred

options—could lead to new fee income

loss model by a current expected credit loss (CECL)

opportunities and help protect against revenue

standard,134 and the wide variation in allowances

pressure. These new products and services can

set by banks, it is yet to be seen what impact, if any,

support the role of relationship managers by

the new standards might have on lending volume,

allowing them to take on an advisory role beyond

pricing, terms, and underwriting criteria.

lending.
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Market infrastructure
The ongoing search for a new identity

How is market
infrastructure changing?

Trading Commission (CFTC) are attempting to
harmonize international rules.141

Global exchange revenues in 2018 reached

Meanwhile, speed bumps, which artificially slow

US$33.9 billion, driven strongly by derivatives

markets to remove “latency arbitrage,” are

trading.

135

Revenue diversification remains a

becoming more common in the United States. By

strategic priority, as reflected in the market data

2020, more than a dozen markets in stocks, futures,

business, which has grown at a compound rate of

and currencies—such as the Intercontinental

almost 14 percent over the past five years.

Exchange’s (ICE) attempt in the US gold and silver

Exchange trading volumes in fixed income

or similar features, if all of the currently planned

securities, futures, and options have also expanded,

launches occur.142 Removing latency arbitrage

though mostly for smaller trade sizes. Overall,

should attract more institutional investors but

futures market—will slow trading via speed bumps

volatility in equity markets is only slightly lower

force high-frequency traders to find other venues.

than 2018,136 despite the rise in geopolitical risks.

How this phenomenon plays out globally remains

However, market liquidity in stocks, bonds,

to be seen.

currencies, and derivatives has contracted.
Lastly, consolidation in the exchange industry is
Electronification of bond trading is happening at a

taking on a new shade. The London Stock

steady pace, although it is still only about

Exchange Group’s (LSEG’s) bid for Refinitiv,143 a

20–30 percent of total volume, depending on

market data provider, and the Hong Kong

geography and asset class.

Exchanges and Clearing Limited’s (HKEX’s)

137

rescinded deal for the LSEG may foreshadow a new
In Europe, the second Markets in Financial

chapter for the industry.144

Instruments Directive (MiFID II) has forced
trading volumes away from dark pools to the over-

What will market
infrastructure look like
in the next decade?

the-counter market (OTC).138 In China, the addition
of Hong Kong–listed companies with dual-share
structures on the mainland exchanges might boost
trading.139

The exchange and clearing industry may
In the cleared derivatives market, though,

reconsolidate and become more concentrated, even

diverging global regulations have caused greater

though we might see niche players emerging in the

fragmentation, contributing to lesser competition

near term. Trading in digital assets, whether

and lower liquidity.140 Taking heed, some

cryptocurrencies or digital tokens, should become

regulators such as the US Commodity Futures

more common. And, of course, intelligent
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automation, electronification, and a blockchain

their technologies, exchanges can offer a market-

system for trading, clearing, and settlement could

in-a-box infrastructure.

be pervasive, leading to greater efficiencies and
declining margins. This, in turn, will demand scale

But regulators’ scrutiny of market data service

for profitability. Nontrading services could form a

pricing and clients’ increasing resistance to price

larger share of revenues over time, with the market

increases146 in the United States might limit

infrastructure players expanding their business

growth.147 Similarly, the SEC’s assessment of tiered

across the value chain and marketing their

pricing by the large US exchanges could be another

expertise to the buy-side and sell-side. At the same

contention point.

time, systemic risk should increase, possibly
bringing new regulations. However, whether these

Of course, exchanges and clearing houses will have

new rules will be harmonized across the globe or

to continue to digitize their operations across the

are country- or region-specific is hard to predict.

value chain, possibly through machine learning or
RPA. While more blockchain-based
experimentation and solutions could be developed,

What can we expect in 2020?

cloud adoption might not happen quickly due to
security concerns and speed.

The search for a new identity by market
infrastructure players, stable returns, and higher

Operational resilience is expected to remain on the

margins will likely prompt further consolidation

regulators’ agenda globally.148 New regulations are

worldwide, especially if the economics become

forthcoming, such as the European Recovery and

more challenging. However, cross-border deals

Resolution Regulation for central counterparties,

might face greater scrutiny.

with higher transparency rules being the result.149
However, the US equivalent of MiFID II seems less

The drive for alternative revenue streams will spur

likely.150 But more active assessment and

product innovation, such as ICE’s Credit Risk, and

recommendations from regulators for digital asset

promote acquisitions in market data, technology,

trading could happen. Finally, the much-awaited

and analytics.

145

Also, exchanges could seek to be

go-live implementation of the Consolidated Audit

outsourcing partners to the sell-side, as banks look

Trail (CAT) reporting in April 2020 should reveal

to trim their cost structures. And by leveraging

immediate benefits.
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A deeper dive

F

OR THIS YEAR’S outlook, we’ve identified

Meanwhile, complex, real-time reporting

seven additional topics for the banking and

requirements—such as the Automatic Exchange of

capital markets industry: US tax reform, cyber

Information (AEOI) global standard that mandates

risk, M&A, fintechs, LIBOR, privacy, and climate

the flow of information between countries151—are

change. Below is our assessment of what will likely

placing additional pressure on many banking tax

happen in 2020 and beyond in these key areas and

departments. As a result, many have begun to

their effects on the industry.

rethink their technology, data, and analytics
capabilities to improve their processes and boost
efficiency. Some are exploring managed tax and

US tax reform: Still
waiting for clarity

technology services to keep costs low as they
struggle to increase their budget so they can
perform these activities in-house. Others are

Bank tax departments spent much of the past year

experimenting with moving their processes and

evaluating, understanding, and reporting the

data to the cloud.

impacts of the US Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (“US tax
reform”) that was passed in late 2017. US tax

As financial institutions await legislative clarity,

reform lowered the US statutory tax rate and

they should continue to prioritize their ability to

included numerous provisions that impact

rapidly respond to updates. This might be

multinational financial institutions, whether

accomplished by building new, data-ready

domiciled in the United States or abroad. Over the

frameworks and modeling tools. Once some of the

past year, the financial services industry has

uncertainty dissolves, last year’s message urging

actively engaged with the US Treasury Department

strategic recalibration will continue to hold true.

and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to request

Institutions should also take a closer look at talent

further clarity on how the new rules would apply to

and equip their tax departments with the right

their business models. High on the priority list are

people to best recalibrate to the latest realities.

provisions for taxation of global intangible lowtaxed income (GILTI) and the base erosion and
to be issued, uncertainty remains.

Cyber risk: Fusing intelligence
across the enterprise

The responses to US tax reform have varied. Some

With some estimates showing that the financial

anti-abuse tax (BEAT). But, as final rules have yet

have attempted to push through the ambiguity (for

services sector is four times more likely than other

instance, by repapering cross-border contracts);

industries to be victims of hackers,152 it’s no

others are awaiting further clarity, which may lead

surprise that many institutions increasingly name

them to consider recalibrating business models

cybersecurity as the most important risk type.153

and strategies. The financial services industry is

Cyber threats will likely increase in magnitude, as

expected to react swiftly once clarity is gained, both

adversaries become more organized and

from a business standpoint as well as operationally.

sophisticated. Financial institutions no longer face
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individual, rogue hackers but an ecosystem of

scrutinizing banks’ operational resilience and have

highly skilled bad actors and nation-states.

begun to link cyber threats to financial stability as

Looking ahead, greater use of mobile devices,

a result.157 To combat this emerging subset of risks,

driven by 5G, and the power of quantum

banks should consider fusing their cyber and

computing might only further intensify

financial intelligence frameworks so they can unify

cyber threats.

capabilities and improve threat visibility across
cyber, fraud, and anti-money laundering domains.

Many banks, however, have begun to recognize
that their risk controls are inadequate to address

M&A: A new playbook for
the digital economy

the shifts toward the cloud, APIs, more open
architectures, and the reliance on other third
parties. What’s more, humans continue to be a
weak link, as evidenced by recent events involving

The case for consolidation in the banking industry

rogue employees or contractors. And, of course,

has possibly never been stronger, as the M&A

“technical debt” remains a challenge in making the

playbook gets rewritten for a digital economy. The

enterprise more secure.

need for scale and the desire to bolster digital
capabilities, along with having a lower cost

With all of these factors, bank leaders should

structure to enable change, will likely be the

rethink traditional cybersecurity measures that

primary motivations. US top performers that have

may still be in place. Fully leveraging interbank

benefitted from recent rises in valuation will be

alliances might help strengthen banks’ defense

ready to scoop up weaker players. Lower economic

against these threats. Banks could also adopt a

growth and depressed rates, meanwhile, could

“security by design” approach, where cybersecurity

prompt strategic reviews, and former buyers may

is strategically integrated into the entire business

become sellers.

process and into standard code development
(DevSecOps). Moreover, banks should reassess

In the United States, total deal value reached

how they deploy their cybersecurity budgets

US$16.5 billion as of August 2019, excluding the

because higher spending does not always yield

US$28.3 billion megamerger between BB&T and

better outcomes.154 Some of the most mature

SunTrust announced in February.158 The number of

programs in the industry attribute their success to

deals year over year is roughly in line with the 259

improving governance by involving senior

deals reported in 2018.159 However, median price-

leadership in the journey, raising cybersecurity’s

to-tangible book value has declined over the year as

profile to an enterprisewide responsibility, putting

expectations from both sellers and buyers have

cybersecurity at the center of digital transformation

adjusted to reality (figure 8).160

efforts, and aligning cybersecurity efforts with
strategy.155

The change in the systemically important financial
institution (SIFI) threshold (from US$50 billion to

Additionally, cyber threats have begun to blur the

US$250 billion) has triggered a strategic

lines between financial and nonfinancial risks.

reassessment. Some banks in the US $10 billion to

Though many firms feel they have a handle on

US$50 billion asset range are now rethinking their

more traditional financial risks,156 financial crime is

options. While the physical footprint and the

entering a new age. Fraud and money laundering

branch network are still important considerations,

are now increasingly being conducted in

there is greater focus on technology infrastructure

cyberspace. This fusion of risks has been aptly

capabilities and sustaining growth in a digital

named “CyFi.” Regulators are increasingly

economy. Smaller banks’ limited ability to acquire
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FIGURE 8

US bank M&A trends (2015–19)
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strong technical talent could be another motivation

In Asia Pacific, tapering growth, declining credit

for selling.

quality, and eroding margins could prompt M&A.
While most deals will likely remain domestic,

However, finding the right merger partner in a

markets such as Indonesia163 could attract foreign

similar peer group often remains a challenge. In

banks. Lastly, the Indian banking industry is

fact, we are more likely to see US$100 billion-sized

expected to undergo a massive wave of

banks targeting US$10 billion to US$50 billion-

consolidation, as the government plans to merge

sized companies.

27 state-run banks into 12 well-capitalized, future-

161

The gradual rise of

next-generation leadership in these banks could

ready banks.164

accelerate deal activity.

Fintechs: Banks’ new
best friends!

Similarly, as interest rates stay at current levels or
drop further, asset growth could become more of a
priority than deposit growth, especially in
segments and markets such as commercial loans.

The fintech landscape is evolving rapidly. Global
investment in banking startups has quadrupled

In Europe, where the banking industry is

from 2014 to 2018165 and could reach US$39 billion

fragmented and suffering from anemic growth

in 2019 if the strong investment flows of the first

prospects with low to negative interest rates, the

three quarters of 2019 continue (figure 9). But the

need for scale is becoming more pressing than in

number of new startups has declined, which has

the United States. However, the appetite to do

been the trend for the last four years.

deals has been suppressed, given that almost every
institution is still preoccupied with internal house
cleaning.

162

Comparing fintech trends across regions, it is clear

The political realities of cross-border

that Asian fintechs have become the new venture

mergers further complicate the picture. And the

capital darlings, garnering a bigger piece of the

lack of a single, complete banking union and

funding pie each year. According to Venture

disparate political mandates could hinder any

Scanner data, Asia’s share of funding rose from just

measurable cross-European M&A activity. This

9 percent in 2014 to 30 percent in 2018, even after

situation may not change for the foreseeable future.

excluding Ant Financial’s US$14 billion
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investment.166 That said, there appears to be no

likely continue, leading to new innovations across

dearth of funding at a global level. The number of

the industry.

mega deals (US$100 million or more) in banking
reached almost 70 in 2018, from just 26 in 2014167—

The transition to LIBOR:
Time is running out

another sign that the fintech landscape is maturing,
with late-stage startups attracting a greater share
of funding. Startups are choosing to stay private
longer for this reason.

The pressure is on, as the 2021 deadline for the
global LIBOR transition approaches. After some

Some established fintechs are also tweaking their

initial uncertainty, regulators around the world

business models, more so than in the past, by

have worked fervently over the past year to find

diversifying across geographies and segments.

replacement rates and build out working groups

Leveraging its hugely successful payment platform,

that will support the transition program.

Stripe, for instance, has forayed into small business
lending.168 Challenger banks from Europe,

In the United States, the Alternative Reference

meanwhile, are seeking new markets after seeing

Rates Committee’s (ARRC) transition efforts have

rapid growth in their home region.

brought greater clarity. Secured Overnight Funding
Rate (SOFR), the proposed rate in the United

Despite the US fintech charter challenges,

States, has been increasingly accepted as a viable

regulators’ attitudes globally have also never been

alternative. For instance, debt issuances as well as

so favorable. While concern still exists about

trading volumes of exchange-traded futures and

fintechs’ growth and their impact on the financial

swaps tied to SOFR continue to increase. SOFR

system,169 regulators are encouraging innovation

floating-rate notes have been issued by major

through sandboxes and new charters or licenses.170

entities such as the World Bank,171 MetLife,172 and
Fannie Mae.173 Furthermore, SOFR futures volume

No matter what the next phase in fintech brings in

on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME)

terms of investments, business models, or

crossed US$1 trillion in 2019.174

regulations, banks and fintech partnerships will
FIGURE 9
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However, recent liquidity challenges in the US repo

their corporate and buy-side clients to ensure a

market have raised some new questions about the

smooth transition process.

stability of SOFR as an alternative. The daily
volatility in SOFR reached record levels, but the

Privacy in the digital age:
The new frontier for banks

90-day average, which will be the basis for most
transactions, was negligible.

175

The ARRC has also held extensive consultations

Consumer privacy has become an increasingly

with industry groups, including the International

complex and contentious topic, as the tools and

Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA), the

technologies capturing data about every facet of

Structured Finance Association (SFA, formerly

our lives have proliferated. Many consumers now

SFIG), and Loan Syndications and Trading

believe they have lost control of information about

Association (LSTA). In 2019, it published fallback

themselves and are starting to pay closer attention

provisions for floating-rate notes, bilateral loans,

to how information about them is collected.

securitizations, and syndicated commercial
loans.176 Fallback language for other products is

Such concerns are impacting the banking industry

in progress.

as well, where consumer data has always been a
core asset. Banks have long safeguarded consumers’

The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB),

private information and used this data at macro

meanwhile, has convened a project to address

and micro levels to serve clients.

accounting issues that could arise from the
transition. It has designated SOFR as an accepted

Many current financial privacy policies, however,

benchmark for hedge accounting.177

fail to address the complexities of privacy that have
emerged due to the latest technological advances,

Other jurisdictions have made progress as well. In

such as wearables, commercial sensors, and virtual

the United Kingdom, floating-rate notes totaling

assistants. They often are merely “checking the box”

over US$30 billion tied to the Sterling Overnight

to satisfy the compliance requirements of GDPR in

Index Average (SONIA) have been issued in

the European Union or industry-specific

2019.178 In Europe, the Euro Short Term Rate

regulations in the United States.180 In fact, privacy

(ESTR) started being published in October 2019.179

policies within banking are often so alike, it can be

Elsewhere, countries such as Switzerland and

hard to differentiate between companies.

Japan have also made progress on identifying a
replacement rate.

As technology continues to advance and new forms
of data emerge, how should banks adapt their

While much progress has been made over the last

privacy practices? The industry will likely need a

year, more work is needed. Initial assessments

more robust, forward-looking framework to

have been done, for the most part, and banks have

successfully navigate the evolving privacy

a better understanding of their exposure to LIBOR,

landscape. Banks should rethink privacy as a value

but many have also begun to recognize changes

exchange that mutually benefits consumers and

made to transition away from LIBOR also affect

companies without compromising trust, their

front-to-back processes and supporting systems.

reputation, or regulatory compliance. (See

Thus, to accelerate implementation, modernizing

Reimagining customer privacy for the digital age

such processes and systems should be a priority.

for more information.)

Additionally, banks should proactively work with
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Climate change: A unique
opportunity for banks
to make an impact

(NGFS) to boost climate risk management.187
Additionally, the Financial Stability Board (FSB)
established the Task Force on Climate-related
Financial Disclosures (TCFD).188

Banks and capital markets firms are increasingly
becoming aware of their social responsibility, and

Many banks are already committed to improving

many are taking meaningful actions. But one area

the environment and combatting climate change.

where more may be needed is climate change.

Their actions include reducing their carbon
footprint, financing low-carbon businesses,

Climate change is arguably the defining challenge

promoting green bonds, and being transparent

of our times.181 In addition to the possible adverse

about their environmental practices. But these

impact on the environment, human life, and

initiatives are typically implemented from a

economies, the staggering cost of dealing with

corporate social responsibility perspective rather

climate change is mounting. For instance, by 2100,

than a risk management agenda.189

rising sea levels could cost the world US$14 trillion
a year,182 and the US economy could shrink by as

To manage climate risk effectively, banks might

much as 10 percent.183

need new, robust frameworks and analytical
approaches. Banks should make climate risk

Unsurprisingly, for the third consecutive year,

management an independent and robust discipline,

world leaders ranked environmental threats as the

similar to credit risk or operational risk. In this

biggest risk to the world.184 The banking industry is

regard, boards, CEOs, and chief risk officers

not immune: A recent Fed report found that the

(CROs) can play a crucial role, providing leadership

effects of climate change have a “pervasive effect”

on climate risk management by placing climate risk

across all sectors of the US economy, including the

high on the agenda and shaping their

banking industry.185

institutional responses.

As such, central banks around the world, including

Addressing climate risk in a proactive fashion could

the Fed, the ECB, and the Bank of England, are

also help banks meet client needs. Clients will be

examining the implications for monetary policy

increasingly looking to their banks for guidance

and are also seeking ways to “bolster banks’

and a better understanding of climate risk’s

resilience amid economic disruptions caused by

potential impact on their financial and business

extreme weather.”

profiles.

186

They have also organized the

Network for Greening the Financial System
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